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•   When in the book did you first suspect that Murdley 
might be at least a little bit responsible for the egg on 
his head? What made you suspicious?

•   Why does Murdley cry when he realizes that it was his 
missing shoe that started the whole chain of events? 
How do the animals help him feel better? At the end 
of the book, how do you think Murdley has changed? 
What in the book makes you think that?

Teaching Ideas 

Exploring other perspectives: Ask students to think of 
a time when they felt wronged in some way, as Murdley 
did when the bird laid an egg on his head. Murdley 
didn’t directly cause the bird to lay the egg, but as he 
discovers, a little detective work and deep thinking 
helped him see his part in the problem. Ask students 
to write for a few minutes about the problem they 
encountered and the part the other person (or people) 
played. Stop them, and ask them to write for a few 
minutes about the same problem, but this time, from 
the other person’s perspective. You may want to divide 
students into small groups to share and discuss, or you 
may want to use students’ writing to spark a whole-class 
discussion about responsibility in relationships—or 
other topics that come up in students’ writing. If your 
students are beginning writers (or not yet writing) you 
could have them tell the story out loud instead of writing 
it down.

Happy accidents: Sometimes when artists are working 
and they make a mistake, instead of getting upset, they 
turn the mistake into a “happy accident,” meaning, 
they change their original plan so that it includes (and 
is inspired by) the thing that originally started as a 
mistake. Be on the lookout for this wonderful teaching 
opportunity—if you notice a student becoming upset 
about something he or she calls a mistake, you can teach 
her to celebrate the happy accident and turn it into 
something brand new—just as Murdley and his friends 
turned the egg on his head into a yummy meal!
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It Wasn’t My Fault   by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

Book Summary: Murdley Gurdson doesn’t understand 
why things never seem to go his way. From out-of-
control toothpaste to tangled kite strings, Murdley 
often finds himself in the middle of a mess—and he 
always looks for someone else to blame for it. That’s 
what happens when a startled bird happens to lay her 
egg right on the top of Murdley’s head! Murdley blames 
the bird, of course, who is eager to pass the blame on 
to someone else—and thus begins a hilarious chain of 
events that ends up carrying the responsibility for the 
mis-laid egg right back to Murdley’s own feet! Instead 
of continuing the fault finding, Murdley and his new 
animal friends turn the problem into a celebration, 
realizing that pointing fingers is not nearly as much fun 
as working together.

Discussion Questions  
for Read Aloud

•   At first, Murdley and the animals are all ready to 
blame someone else for their own actions. Have you 
ever blamed someone else for something that was 
actually your responsibility? Why did you do that, 
and what could you have done differently?

•   Murdley is not pleased to have an egg on his head, but 
his friends help him turn the problem into something 
good—something delicious, in fact! Can you think 
of a time where you or someone you know made 
the best of a bad situation, just like Murdley and his 
friends did? 

•   Why do you suppose Murdley often jumps 
immediately into blaming someone else when things 
go wrong, instead of taking responsibility himself?
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may want to model this for your students—inventing 
a character with a problem, and then thinking about a 
chain of characters and events that could follow. You 
might model making notes about this to show students 
how writers often make a plan before beginning to write. 
You might ask them to start making a plan on their note 
paper before you send them back to their seats to write.

Work Time:  As students work, you can circulate and 
support them. Some students may need support with 
making sure the characters and events connect in ways 
that make sense. Some students may need support with 
drawing a conclusion or a lesson from the sequence of 
events they create. Some students may simply need a 
nudge to come up with a character or with a problem.  
You might carry It Wasn’t My Fault with you as go so 
that you have it on hand to study with students who 
would benefit from a concrete example.

Share: Students are not likely to finish their stories 
in one session—but they will still be itching to share 
their work. You might have students read their drafts 
to partners, or you might choose a student or two who 
has done something in particular that you think would 
benefit other students to hear about—someone who has 
used his notebook to make a clear plan for the chain of 
events, for example, or someone who has created a story 
with a lesson, as Helen Lester did.

Practice with sequencing: Because of its chain-of events 
structure, this book provides wonderful opportunities 
for young children to practice sequencing. You can 
support them as they retell the story to sequence the 
events chronologically. For very young children or 
children needing concrete support with retelling and 
sequencing, you might even make cards with pictures 
of Murdley and the animals on them and ask them 
to use those cards as prompts as they retell the story 
chronologically.

A Writing Lesson: Chain Stories 

Materials Needed: A copy of Writing materials and 
paper for each student.

Background Knowledge: It will be helpful if you have 
read It Wasn’t My Fault with your students several 
times and discussed the ways in which each character’s 
actions affect the next before attempting this lesson. It 
Wasn’t My Fault fits beautifully within a fiction-writing 
study as it offers a wonderful example of a chain story, 
or cumulative tale, in which each event directly affects 
the next, often leading to an unexpected end or a lesson. 
If you are working with more experienced writers, you 
might ask students to compare several tales which use 
this structure before writing one of their own. This 
lesson assumes that students are writing independently, 
but if you are working with less experienced or beginning 
writers, you might consider asking students to contribute 
ideas to one class story. 

Set Up:  Gather your students in the class meeting place 
with their notebooks (or loose-leaf paper, depending on 
what is comfortable and typical for your class).

Introduction: Remind students of the ways in which 
each character’s actions affect the next in the story 
It Wasn’t My Fault. Tell them that they will have the 
opportunity to write this kind of story—a chain story 
—today. Sometimes, writers of chain stories start by 
inventing a character who has a problem, and then they 
imagine the chain of events related to that problem. You 
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Listen Buddy by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

Teaching Ideas

Rhyming mistakes: Buddy’s mistakes often involve 
just slightly mishearing a word or two so that he ends 
up with a slice of bed instead of bread, or fifty potatoes 
instead of fifteen tomatoes. Your students will be quick 
to notice that Buddy’s mistakes rhyme. This can be a fun 
way to engage students in some practice with rhyming 
words. You might ask them to identify all of the rhymes 
in the story, and then to invent their own rhyming 
mistakes to add to the story. You could have them invent 
both what Buddy’s parents say and how he mishears 
them. If they need more support, you could set them up 
by offering a direction (like, “please walk the dog,” and 
asking them to supply the mistake.

Supporting active listening in the classroom: School is 
a perfect place to practice the kind of active listening that 
Buddy has a hard time with early in the story. You will 
have plenty of opportunities to notice students who have 
misheard directions because they haven’t been paying 
close attention. You might try addressing this playfully 
—instead of responding with frustration, remind them 
about Buddy! You might even ask kids to help you 
invent a signal or word that you could use to quietly and 
respectfully nudge students back on track when you see 
that their minds are wandering.

Getting the message straight: As an illustration of 
how important careful listening is to getting a message 
straight, after reading engage your students in a quick 
round of the game telephone (the class sits in a circle 
and one person whispers a message in the next person’s 
ear, who must then pass it on. The goal is to send 
the message around the circle and have it come back 
intact—but this rarely happens, much to everyone’s 
delight and amusement.) 

A Lesson: Creating and Following Directions

Materials Needed: 
A copy of Writing materials and paper

Book Summary: In spite of his big, beautiful ears, 
Buddy doesn’t listen. When his parents speak to him, 
he is perfectly able to hear them, but because he doesn’t 
pay attention, he often mixes up the message—much 
to the consternation of his patient parents. They are 
exasperated when he brings them a hen instead of a 
pen, a load of wash instead of a load of squash, and 
other mix-ups. Finally, Buddy’s lack of attention gets 
him into serious trouble when he doesn’t listen to his 
parents’ directions, takes a wrong turn, and ends up near 
the cave of the Scruffy Varmint. This rascal has much 
less patience for Buddy than his parents do! It’s a close 
shave, but Buddy arrives home safe and sound, where he 
realizes that other people—especially his parents—are 
worth listening to.

Discussion Questions for Read Aloud

•   Why doesn’t Buddy listen to his parents? What do you 
imagine he is thinking or doing that keeps him from 
taking in what they are saying?

•   What are some things that Buddy mixes up because 
he isn’t listening carefully?

•   How do you think Buddy’s parents feel when he 
doesn’t listen to them?

•   Have you ever been having a conversation with 
someone who is distracted and you realize that they 
haven’t been paying attention? How did you feel? 
What did you do? Have you ever been the person who 
wasn’t paying attention?

•   Why is listening and paying attention an important 
part of relationships?
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Work Time: As the students write their directions, you 
can circulate and help, prompt and encourage. Midway 
through, you’ll stop students and ask them to finish 
up. When they’ve finished writing, they can take turns 
reading their directions to each other and following them 
in the classroom. Make sure you ask students to say their 
directions out loud rather than simply trading papers so 
that they can practice listening carefully and following 
directions accurately, as Buddy learned to do.

Share: Gather your students together to debrief about 
this experience. What was harder than they expected? 
What was easier? What did they learn from being the 
person writing the directions? What did they learn from 
being the person following directions?

Background Knowledge:  It will be helpful if your 
students are familiar with Listen Buddy and have 
discussed what Buddy learns about the importance of 
paying attention. This lesson could fit well within the 
context of a study of procedural writing, though it can 
stand on its own as well. If your students are not yet 
experienced writers, you might either have them simply 
say their directions out loud without writing them, or you 
might support the class by coming up with a set of simple 
directions that you can say to them that they will practice 
all together.

Set Up:  Gather your students in your class meeting 
place.

Introduction: Tell your students that they are going 
to have a chance to practice paying attention, just like 
Buddy. Explain that they will work in partnerships. 
Each child will be writing a set of simple directions that 
the other child will then practice following. Writers 
should choose to describe a task that can be completed 
in the classroom. Depending on your students’ level of 
experience as writers, you can ask them to write simpler 
or more sophisticated directions. You might come 
prepared with a few examples to share—students might 
write directions for how to draw a rabbit, for example, 
or they might write directions for sharpening a pencil. 
After children have written their directions, they will 
each have a chance to read them to their partners, and 
partners will practice listening very carefully so that they 
follow the directions closely.
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he doesn’t know what it feels like to be  other people. 
How does the Sandwitch help him understand that first 
isn’t best?
Do you think the Sandwitch really wanted someone to 
care for her, or do you think she was just trying to teach 
Pinkerton a lesson? Why?
Do you know anyone like Pinkerton who always wants 
to be first? Can you think of some ways you might try to 
help that person, like the Sandwitch helped Pinkerton, 
instead of reacting with anger?
How does Pinkerton change over the course of the book?

Teaching Ideas

Role Playing:  provides some wonderful opportunities 
for students to role play—both situations from the book, 
and situations that might occur in their lives. You might 
ask students to act out some scenes from the book in 
which Pinkerton is pushing others aside in order to be 
first. You might talk about what the other pigs might 
have done to tell Pinkerton that what he was doing 
wasn’t ok, and then ask students to act that out. You 
might then ask students to come up with their own 
scenarios in which someone isn’t being nice, and guide 
them through role plays in which they practice solving 
the problem.

Solving the turn-taking problem: Is turn-taking ever a 
problem in your classroom? provides a perfect launching 
place for a discussion about the importance of taking 
turns. After discussing what Pinkerton learns, you might 
challenge your class to help you tackle whatever the turn 
taking issue of the moment is in your classroom—being 
first in line to wash hands before lunch, or being first 
out the door at recess, or however this very common 
classroom issue plays out. Asking students themselves to 
take on the problem and help solve it often helps them 
feel more invested in making the solution work. 

Standing up to bullies: Pinkerton, at the beginning 
of the book, is a bit of a bully.  can also be a wonderful 
addition to any conversation about bullying and it will 
fit right in with any anti-bullying initiative. You might  
 

Book Summary: Pinkerton is a “me first” (and “me 
only,” in fact) kind of pig. He does whatever it takes to 
be the first on the bus, the first to the table, the first in 
the water at camp. He has no idea of the chaos and hurt 
feelings this kind of behavior leaves in its wake because 
he is too busy making sure he’s at the front of the line. 
One day, while hiking along the beach, Pinkerton and 
the other pigs hear a voice asking if anyone would care 
for a sandwich —of course, Pinkerton plows ahead, 
yelling, “Me first!” at the top of his lungs. He is in for a 
great surprise—there is no tasty sandwich waiting for 
him, but instead, a small Sandwitch, who wants to be 
cared for. A very disappointed Pinkerton spends the day 
taking care of the little witch and her sandy home, and 
in so doing, discovers that caring for others instead of 
only caring about himself is actually a really wonderful 
thing. At the end of the day, Pinkerton is a changed (and 
much happier) pig.

Discussion Questions for Read Aloud

Lynn Munsinger’s illustrations beautifully capture 
the way it feels to be around someone like Pinkerton 
who lets the desire to be first get in the way of caring 
about others. Talk about how that feels—and how the 
illustrations reveal those feelings.
Why don’t the other pigs stand up to Pinkerton when he 
pushes them aside so that he can be first?
Do you think that being first really makes Pinkerton 
(and people in general) happy? Why or why not?
Because Pinkerton is always trying to be  of other people, 
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Work Time: As your students begin writing their 
stories, circulate among them and offer suggestions and 
prompts. They are not likely to finish their stories in 
one writing session. You may suggest they finish their 
stories at home for homework, or you may give them 
time on other days. Some students might benefit from 
planning help on the first day—you might help them 
get started writing an outline of their story, or you might 
suggest that they tell the story out loud before they begin 
writing.

Share: As you gather your students together, you might 
rally their energy to finish their stories so that they can 
be gathered into a collection all about caring. You might 
start making plans for how you will share their stories 
with others. Perhaps your students will want to read 
their stories to a younger class, talking to that class about 
the benefits of being helpful. Perhaps they will want to 
bring a copy of their book to a local library or bookstore.
There are many options! 

use the book to begin a discussion about how the other 
pigs might have reacted differently, instead of allowing 
Pinkerton to push them around. What might they have 
done to stick up for themselves? And most importantly, 
what can students do when someone is not treating them 
nicely in real life? You might even brainstorm a list of 
specific words kids might use. 

A Writing Lesson: Stories about Caring

Materials Needed: 
A copy of Students will need whichever writing materials 
are used in your class.

Background Knowledge: Although this lesson could be 
taught in a variety of contexts, it works particularly well 
as part of a kindness initiative or as part of community-
building work in your classroom. It could also fit well 
within a study of personal essay or personal narrative 
writing. Your students will benefit from being familiar 
with Me First. You will want to have read and discussed 
the book at least once before teaching this lesson, 
highlighting the ways in which caring for others can 
make people feel good.

Set Up:  Gather your students in your class’ meeting 
area. They will not need to bring anything with them.

Introduction: Ask your students to think about a time 
when, like Pinkerton, they felt good about caring for 
or doing something nice for someone else. In the story 
Me First, Pinkerton is changed for the better by the 
experience of helping the Sandwitch—even though it’s 
hard work, work he may never have done before. You 
may want to model for your students by telling a quick 
story of your own about a time when you felt good about 
helping someone. Tell your students that they are going 
to have a chance to write the story of a time when they 
were changed for the better by helping someone else, 
and that you will collect all of their “stories about caring” 
into a class storybook. You may ask students to turn and 
talk to a partner on the rug to help them come up with 
ideas before sending them off to write.
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A Porcupine Named Fluffy by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

What makes us who we are? At first, Fluffy the 
porcupine wants desperately to change his prickles into 
soft, fluffy fur—when his prickles are actually a part of 
what makes him who he is! Ask students to choose one 
thing about themselves that they would change if they 
could. Then ask them to think and write about how that 
one thing is a part of what makes them who they are. 

Discovering common ground: Fluffy and Hippo 
don’t have a whole lot in common, and at first glance 
seem like pretty unlikely friends. After talking a little 
bit, they discover some common ground—they both 
have very unusual names! Ask students to think about 
how people don’t need to be exactly alike to become 
wonderful friends—and how often, keeping an open 
mind and talking to people who seem different at first 
can reveal lots of commonalities. You might even ask 
students to partner up with someone they don’t usually 
talk to, and to spend some time getting to know each 
other, with the goal being to find one thing they have 
in common to share back with the group. This can be a 
great community building activity, a great way to start 
a story, or a great addition to a conversation about the 
way characters in the books they read relate to each 
other, and how first impressions are definitely not always 
accurate.

A Lesson: A Portrait of a Friend:  
Celebrating Details

Materials Needed: 
Drawing materials of your choice, set up on tables 
around the room
Drawing paper for each child 
 
Background Knowledge: You’ll want to have read A 
Porcupine Named Fluffy and talked about how good 
friends accept each other for who they are. This lesson 
can serve as a community building activity or as part of a 
portrait study during art time.

Set Up:  Gather your students together at your class 
meeting place. You will need to have the room set up so 
that students can later work in pairs, facing each other.

Book Summary: Fluffy is an unlikely name for a prickly, 
pokey porcupine, and Fluffy the porcupine knows it. 
He spends lots of time trying to change himself so that 
he is more like his name, but nothing works—he is 
still as sharp and prickly as all porcupines are. When 
Fluffy meets a grouchy rhinoceros, at first he might be 
a little frightened. And when the rhinoceros begins to 
laugh hysterically at Fluffy’s name, he might be a little 
annoyed. But when he learns the rhino’s equally unlikely 
name, the two share the kind of laughter that can only 
lead to life long friendship. At the story’s end, Fluffy 
the porcupine is just as prickly and pokey as ever, but 
he’s happy to be who he is; and he’s happy to have a 
new friend who understands how important it is to be 
oneself.

Discussion Questions for Read Aloud

•   What does Fluffy do to try to make himself fluffier? 
Do any of his attempts work?

•   Why is Fluffy trying so hard to change the way he is?
•   Why might Hippo the rhinoceros have felt like giving 

Fluffy a hard time when he first met him? Do you 
think Hippo liked being named Hippo, at first? Do 
you think that might have made him cranky? Why?

•   Can you think of a time when you didn’t feel great 
about yourself and it made you treat someone else 
badly?

•   Why do Hippo and Fluffy laugh so hard when they 
learn each other’s names?

•   How does Fluffy change from the beginning of the 
story to the end? How does Hippo change? Why?
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Share: You may suggest that students leave their 
portraits at their seats so that you can do a “museum 
share,” during which students walk around the room 
as though it is a museum, admiring each other’s work. 
You may add on to this lesson by asking students to 
write a description of their friend. The portraits and 
descriptions can make for a wonderful bulletin board 
about friendship!

Introduction: Tell your student that today, instead of 
making self-portraits (which they may be more familiar 
with), they’ll be creating portraits of a friend. Each 
student will draw another student’s face. You may have 
students choose their own partners, or you may create 
partnerships yourself to ensure that students are paired 
up with classmates they don’t generally tend to work 
with. Before sending them off to draw, discuss the fact 
that just like Fluffy and Hippo, good friend come in all 
different shapes and sizes. As they work today, they’ll 
need to pay close attention to all of the little details of 
their partners’ faces.

Work Time: Before your students actually start to draw, 
you might suggest that they spend a few minutes simply 
studying each other’s faces, paying attention to every 
detail. As they begin to work, you can circulate. You 
may need to support younger students, especially, with 
materials management. You may also want to remind 
students to study each other carefully and to incorporate 
details into their portraits.
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Hurty Feelings by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

•	  Why do Fragility’s friends decide to stop talking to 
her?

•	  When Rudy the rude elephant comes along and 
teases Fragility while she is protecting the soccer 
goal (which he wants to eat!), she begins to dissolve 
into tears. But this time, she continues to stand her 
ground. Why?

•	  When Rudy realizes that Fragility is crying because 
she thinks he’s comparing her to an elephant, he’s 
the one to have hurt feelings. He was about to 
eat her goal—why does Fragility take care of him 
anyway? 

•	  What happens the next time someone says 
something nice to Fragility? Why do you think she 
responds in a new way?

Teaching Ideas 

•	  Class Compliment Board:  Fragility’s friends have the 
right idea when they spontaneously say nice things 
to her. She eventually learns to see these sweet 
comments for what they are—gestures of friendship. 
There is a big difference between the way Rudy first 
speaks to Fragility and the way her friends do. Talk 
with your class about the difference between a “put-
down” and a “put-up.” To help cultivate a culture 
of kindness in your class, start a class compliment 
board. Clear a kid-accessible space on a bulletin 
board or wall and put strips of paper and a pencil 
nearby. Encourage students to write compliments, or 
“put-ups,” for each other, which they can attach to 
this compliment board. You’ll be surprised by how 
much this small act can do to remind children of the 
power of a kind word from a friend.

•	  Characters Change over Time: Fragility changes 
tremendously over the course of Hurty Feelings. 
After discussing her changes (and what brings them 
about) with your class, think together about how 
other characters in books they love have changed 
over time. If you have other Helen Lester titles in 

Book Summary:  Fragility the hippo is big, strong, 
fast, and tough: a solid piece of work . . . except when 
it comes to her feelings—which are hurt easily and 
often, by friends who are only trying to say nice things 
to her. Fragility is somehow able to see every kindness 
as a hidden slight—inspiring her to flop to the ground, 
weeping huge hippo tears. Her friends, afraid to set 
her off, decide to stop talking to her altogether. Poor 
Fragility! One day as she makes save after save as goalie 
on the soccer team, a rude elephant, appropriately 
named Rudy, marches up to her and announces his 
plans to eat her goal for lunch. When he makes fun 
of her grayness, her sturdy legs, and her “weird ears,” 
Fragility weeps, feeling that she’s being compared to . . . 
an elephant! It’s Rudy’s turn to have hurty feelings—he 
dissolves in tears. Fragility comforts him, they become 
fast friends, and Fragility learns that she actually is a 
solid piece of work, through and through.

Discussion Questions for Read-Aloud 

•	  What does Helen Lester mean by saying that 
Fragility is “a solid piece of work”?

•	  At the beginning of the book, Fragility is solid in 
some ways, but not in others. How does this change?

•	  Why do you think Fragility imagines that her friends 
are teasing her when they are only trying to say nice 
things? 
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Set up: Gather your students together in your class’s 
meeting area so that they can see you and your drawing 
materials of choice. You may want to have already set up 
students workspaces with paper and drawing materials. 
You may also decide to put sticky notes on the pages 
with the images you’ll be looking at together (Fragility as 
cupcake, piano, and “people”).

Introduction: Tell your students that you’re going 
to be learning together from Helen Lester and Lynn 
Munsinger’s Hurty Feelings. Remind them of how 
Fragility takes offense when she imagines that her 
friends’ kind words are insults comparing her to such 
things as cupcakes, piano legs, and people. Tell them 
that she imagines her friends are insulting her with 
similes—a kind of figurative language that compares 
one thing to another using the words like or as. take 
a look together at Munsinger’s picture of Fragility as 
a cupcake and ask your students how they might use 
words to create the simile that the picture describes. You 
may decide to model this first—“Fragility is nice and 
squishy like a cupcake.” Showing the class the picture 
of Fragility-as-piano and Fragility-as-person, ask them 
to come up with a simile that describes the image. They 
may say, “Fragility’s legs are as sturdy as piano legs!” or 
“Fragility’s ears are as cute as people ears.” 
 Tell them that instead of looking at a picture and 
creating a simile with words, they will be thinking of 
a simile and then drawing a silly picture to match, just 
as Munsinger did. You may want to model this as well, 
with a simile of your own. You might say something like, 
“My dog’s tail wags as fast as a flag in the wind.” Write 
those words at the bottom of your page, and then model 
by drawing a picture of a dog with a flag for a tail. Tell 
your class that the picture should include parts of the 
things they are comparing in their simile. Before sending 
your students off to work, ask them to come up with 
the simile they will illustrate. Some students may need 
more support or modeling, depending on their level of 
experience. 

your classroom, these books are perfect for this kind 
of study, as characters almost always are transformed 
or learn a big life lesson. You may decide to send 
students off in small groups to study some of their 
favorite picture books, paying attention to how 
and why the characters in them change. When you 
come back together as a whole group, students can 
share what they noticed, and you can compile what 
they’ve learned onto a chart.

•	  External and Internal Qualities of Characters:  
Fragility looks solid on the outside—and is solid and 
tough in lots of ways. But at the beginning of the 
book, she’s pretty wobbly on the inside. Studying 
Fragility’s character can be a great launching place 
for a discussion about characters’ internal and 
external qualities. After modeling this activity for 
your students, you might ask them to think about 
the characters in books they know and love, and to 
create a T-chart listing external qualities on one side 
and internal qualities on the other. You may even ask 
them to make this kind of a chart for the “character” 
they know best—themselves!

A Writing and Art Lesson:  
Bringing Similes to Life

Materials Needed: 
•	 A copy of Hurty Feelings
•	  Something to draw with and on so that all students 

can see
•	 Paper and drawing materials for students

Background Knowledge:  It will be helpful if students 
are already familiar with the book Hurty Feelings so 
that you can spend your lesson time focusing on the 
day’s project rather than reading the book. This lesson 
fits well within any writing workshop study of figurative 
language. It could also fit into an art period. It will be 
helpful if your students have been exposed to the idea of 
similes, but this isn’t crucial.
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Hurty Feelings by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

Work Time:  As your students work, circulate among 
them, offering support and guidance. If you have a 
group of students that need extra support, now is a 
good time to pull them together and offer more direct 
instruction.

Share: Gather your students together again in your 
class’s meeting area. Ask them to bring their simile 
illustrations with them. You may ask them to turn and 
share with a neighbor on the rug. Collect your students’ 
illustrations into a “simile book” and make it available 
for reference in the class library.
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Princess Penelope’s Parrot by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

•	  What do you think has made Princess Penelope 
into such a rude and greedy little girl? Do you know 
anyone like this?

•	  Why is Princess Penelope so mean to her birthday 
parrot?

•	  Why do you think the parrot refuses to talk—even 
though we learn at the end of the book that he is 
able to? Would you talk, if you were the parrot?

•	  Why does Princess Penelope want to seem like a 
nice girl when Prince Percival is visiting?

•	  Why does the parrot choose to start repeating words 
he’s learned from Penelope when Prince Percival 
arrives?

•	  Why do you suppose the parrot decides to go live 
with Prince Percival instead of Princess Penelope? 
Who would you choose, and why?

•	  At first Princess Penelope is embarrassed by what 
happened when Prince Percival visited—but she 
soon goes back to her old ways. Why hasn’t she 
learned her lesson?

Teaching Ideas  

 The Gift of Giving: Princess Penelope is a character 
who has most assuredly not learned of the pleasure of 
giving, and neither has she learned that the best gifts 
are most often not things, but experiences, friendships, 
symbols of warmth. After a discussion with your class 
about the pleasure of giving—not just for the one receiv-
ing the gift, but for the one giving it—tell your class that 
you’ll be practicing together what Princess Penelope still 
very much needs to learn. Ask your students to pick one 
classmate’s name randomly out of a hat. For a week they 
will be that person’s gift fairy, and they will be delivering 
to that person’s class mailbox (or backpack, desk, etc.) a 
token of friendship each day (or just once, if that makes 
more sense for your classroom). You may brainstorm the 
kinds of things that make nice gifts—pictures, notes, and 
homemade things. Of course, no bought gifts should be 
permitted. You may even set a bit of time aside for stu-

Book Summary: Princess Penelope has everything a 
girl could dream of, and then some. With her over-
the-top ruffled gowns, bejeweled in-line skates, and 
elaborate cakes, you’d think she’d be content. Not so! 
Princess Penelope’s favorite words are “GIMME!” and 
“MINE!” When she is given a parrot for her birthday, 
she immediately begins berating him about his silence. 
She attaches him to a ball and chain, she threatens him, 
she calls him names . . . but that bird just won’t make a 
peep. When Princess Penelope hears that Prince Percival 
will be visiting, she immediately begins envisioning what 
her life will be like when they are married and she has 
access to all of his riches! She hides her silent parrot 
behind some curtains when the prince arrives. And that’s 
when the parrot decides to speak! He begins repeating all 
of the mean and nasty things Princess Penelope has been 
saying to him—making it look as though the princess 
herself is saying those things to Prince Percival! Percival 
beats a hasty retreat. Stepping easily out of his ball 
and chain, the parrot follows him. Princess Penelope, 
unfortunately, after a moment’s embarrassment, goes 
right back to her old ways. 
 
Discussion Questions for Read-Aloud

•	  What kind of girl is Princess Penelope? Would you 
like to be her friend? Why or why not? 
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Princess Penelope’s Parrot by heLen Lester
illustrated by Lynn MunsinGer

Introduction: Lead your students in a discussion of the 
character Princess Penelope. What kind of a girl is she? 
Make sure you ask your students to explain what in the 
book is shaping their opinions. Draw their attention to 
p. 16, where Penelope is writing lists for her servants, 
full of things she wants and “needs.” Ask your students 
to consider the difference between wanting and needing, 
and to talk about that in partnerships.
 Bring the class back together and tell them that they 
are going to use Princess Penelope as inspiration—but 
instead of writing lists of things they want, they will be 
writing lists of things that they are happy to have or are 
grateful for. You may want to start a class list together, 
modeling the format of a list with a title at the top (just 
as Penelope has written) and then a numbered list below. 
Use chart paper or some other method for writing so 
that children are able to see. You may ask your students 
to generate ideas for the class list—things that they are 
happy to have in their classroom or school. Make sure 
to remind them that they can add both tangible and 
intangible things to the list. 
 After you’ve made a class list, send students off 
to create their own grateful lists, stocked with things, 
people, etc. that they are happy to have in their lives.

Work Time: As your students work, circulate among 
them offering support and guidance. If you have a group 
of students that need extra support, now is a good time 
to pull them together and offer more direct instruction.

Share: Bring your students back together in your 
meeting area. You may ask one or two students to share 
their lists in full, or have them all share their lists with 
their neighbors. You may decide to post their grateful 
lists on a bulletin board in your classroom. 

dents to work on their gifts. After the period of gift giv-
ing is over and the secret givers are revealed, lead your 
class in a discussion of how they feel this activity affected 
them, both as gift receivers and gift givers. 

 Sharing What We Have:  Princess Penelope is not 
very good at sharing. Her main priority is collecting as 
much stuff for herself as possible. To counteract this 
mentality, identify (maybe even with your class’s input) a 
local homeless shelter or other charity in your students’ 
community that your class can give to. Organize a 
collection drive with your students, encouraging them to 
bring clothing, toys, etc. that they no longer need, to be 
delivered to the organization. You may even encourage 
them to make signs to be posted in your school, 
encouraging the wider community to donate as well. If 
possible, the delivery of items can make for a nice field 
trip!

A Writing Lesson: Grateful Lists 

Materials Needed: 
•	 A copy of Princess Penelope’s Parrot
•	  Chart paper and markers (or other method of 

demonstrating writing so that students can see)
•	 Writing materials for each student

Background Knowledge: It will be helpful if your 
students are familiar with Princess Penelope’s Parrot, and 
if they have had some practice writing (or if they are 
less experienced writers, generating ideas for) lists. This 
lesson works well as a follow-up after reading the book 
aloud, or as part of a writer’s workshop study including 
list writing.

Set up: Gather your students together in your class’s 
meeting area. You may want to have writing materials 
available at students’ work areas. You may also want to 
have marked the page in Princess Penelope’s Parrot with 
the illustration showing Princess Penelope writing lists of 
things she wants and “needs” with a sticky note.
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